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    CHAPTER 4 
 

 
 

Now that you have completed Rent-A-Cop Reboot, please answer the 
following questions by writing out your answers. 

 

1. I am sure/not sure (circle one) I want to a career as a security professional/provide security 
services because: 

2. I know I am prepared to take the next step in my security career because: 

3. I am/am not (circle one) interested in becoming a security entrepreneur because: 

4. The biggest professional/educational issue/challenge/habit standing between where I am 
now and where I want to go as the owner of a security business or security entrepreneur is: 

5. Three (3) steps I can take to deal with the biggest professional/educational 
issue/challenge/habit standing between where I am now and where I want to go as the 
owner of a security business or security entrepreneur are: 

 

a.  

b.  

c.  

 

6. Pick one (1) of the three (3) steps listed above (# 5, letter a, b, or c), and write a detailed plan 
to get it done. Include a timeline. Use the outline below, or create one that will work for you. 
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I will sign up for/attend __________________________________ (specific course or group) 

meetings/trainings by ____________ (exact date). 

 

The class/training costs ____________________ (amount it will cost), which I will have saved by 

__________________ (specific date). 

 
In order to keep my commitment to the class/training and certification, I will (list any required 

changes to work, school, and/or family and personal schedules): 

a.  

b.  

c.  

I will have the changes made by _____________ (exact date). 
 
I will get there by way of ___________________ (specific transportation plan, if needed). 
 
In addition, I will have the following in place (list any materials, work/study space, or other 
supports that you do not have right now): 

a.  

b.  

c.  

I will have these supports in place by ______________________ (exact date). 

 

 

 

 

For more Rent-A-Cop Reboot information or merchandise: 
www.LeumasPublishing.com 


